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GEN. SIR W. ROBERTSON

HINDENBURG

TAKES BLAME

FORMER

Western Newspaper

GREAT BRITAIN'S DIRIGIBLE
LANDS AFTER LONG
FLIGHT.

EX-RUL- ER

WILL BE ASKED TO
DELIVER FOES OF

WAR

Western Netvepaper Union Nlwi Servlre.
London, July 5. The former

Copenhagen, July 8. Field Marshal
von Ilinilenhurgi for
r ihief of the
German staff, bus written Murshal
Koch nppeitllng fur his support of efforts to prevent Hie exlriidiliuii of the
former (iciiiuiii eiiiperur. Von Hiiuleu-lull)- ,'
offered iilso to place Ills own
person "fully mid iilisolutely ut the
disposal of (lie allied powers."

LATI

JOY IS SHATTERED
Life on Lonely Montana

4

Ends Romance of
lege Girt

Col-

Western Newspaper Tnlon Newe Service.

Gr-ma-

emperor's guards at Ainerongeii
have been increased and his staff has
been reduced.
circles ill
The Hague d'j not believe that Holland
will give the
up to the allies. They are of the opinion he will
remain in Holland for the rest of his
life. The note to Holland requesting
the extradition of the former (ierman
C Heelers MawuwuTau
emperor, it is iindeir,tood, will be
signed by twenty-twor twenl
Gen. Sir W. RoberUon, C. C. B., of the
powers.
C. V, 0., D. S. O.) who has been made
commander of the British forces In
London.
William Ilolieiiznllerii. the
France, relieving Field Marshal Haig. former (iennun
emperor, will be
brought to England In a ISrltlsh ship
imprisoned In the Tower of Lon
BOLSHEVISTS REPULSED and
don, according to reports. The death
penalty will not he sought out, but if
he is found
the allies ask his
ENEMY SUFFERS SEVERE LOSSES banishment guilty
for life to a remote Island,
WITH MEN AND GUNS.
following the precedent of Napoleon's
exile on St. Helena. The international
trial court had Intended to try the forUKRAINIAN RESISTANCE BROKEN mer
emperor alone, hut It Is possible
EVERYWHERE IS CLAIM
that the formwr crown prince FredMADE BY POLES.
erick William will nlso be arraigned
before It.

Mineola, N.
ain's

tireat Brit
the first
machine to cross the
Atlantic ocean, anchored here at
Roosevelt flying field yesterday after
Y

July

7.

super-dirigibl- e

lighter-tliuii-ui-

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Desert

LIGHTER-THAN-AI-

NATIONS.

t'riW.n New Pervlre.

OF

Puyallup, Wash. A romance staged
at its beginning on the campus of the
Washington Agricultural college at
REACHES DESTINATION I'ullman.
Its interruption when
nna Iii r iieu away io ine mountains oi
Tennessee, a clandestine correspond
FIRST
CRAFT ence, and, after four years, to return
to be wedded, and how ber heart was
TO CROSS ATLANTIC
broken by a life on a lonely Montana
OCEAN.
desert claim In a floorless 10 by 12
lot hut, Is a tale tragically told to

HOLLAND

ORDERS.

HER DREAM

AT MINEOLA

GERMAN

MAY BANISH

RESPONSIBILITY

FOR ALL GERMAN

ENDS FLIGHT

EMPEROR AND
CROWN PRINCE TO FACE
ALLIES.

WANTS KAISER SPARED
FULL

WILLIAM E. ALLEN

DEMAND KAISER

PLEADS WITH MARSHAL
FOCH
TO INTERCEDE WITH
ALLIES.

TAKES

23 POWERS

r

Wasters Newspaper Union Nsws Berries
DEJTVER MARKET.
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Veal calves
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to choice
115.50915.11
Lamba, fat, apringera, fair
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14.B016.00
. .
.E0& 10.00
Yearlings
to choice
Ewei,
good
7.21
6.75
(shorn)
The

Dreaaeel Poultry.
on dressed pouN

followingU. beaver:
try are net F. O. pricea
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S7
St
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35 &86
minutes, which covered 3,(KK) miles.
Turkeys, old toms
S6
choice
Turkeya.
William E. Allen, formerly United Passing through dense banks of clouds,
Hens, lb
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24
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States attorney at Dallas, Tex., has with the sun and sea visible only ut
Docks,
Geeee young
jg j, jo
was forced to
been named as temporary successor rare Intervals, the
1
Kooaters
15
to A. Bruce Blelaskl, former chief of cruise 2,030 miles to reach Trinity buy,
Marshal vmi llludcnhiirg Kent
the bureau of Investigation, depart- Newfoundland, from East Fortune,
I.lva foultrr
U ti lerain
to I'resiilent Khert of the
IS
Turkeya. I lba. or over...
ment of Justice.
Scotland, and 1,080 miles from there
Hena
25
to Mineola.
German government, in which the for25
Ducklings
When the
25
mer German commander assumed full
arrived
Qosllnge
45
Brolleia, 1919
NO ARRESTS ARE MADE here she had left only enough petrol
responsibility fur the wur orders and
Cox ,
,
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612
to keep her moving ninety minutes
Jiroclanialioiis issued In I he name of
the former Geruiun emperor, accoril-llli- t
longer. Her crew, almost sleepless for
Egaa.
a half days, were weary alfour
Eggs, strictly fresh, caae
lo a 'openliacell dispatch received
DINIAL SENT TO SOVIET BY most and
10.00
count .,.,,,
to the point of exhausiion, but
ill London.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY STATE
happy ut the successful completion of
Halter.
their trip.
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London.
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The allies have not yet
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Haggard, unshaven, their eyes bloodmade any official representations to
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care
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into
their faces, MuJ.
deep
extradition of the former German emGOVERNMENT.
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(i. H. Scott, the commander, and his
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peror, hut neecsury slops are being
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showed plainly the effects of
1.50iu2.0
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taken In the matter, Andrew P.omir
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(fit.
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the anxious hours through which they
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Law, government siokesman, declared
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July
London.
Premier Lloyd George de- theWushlngion,
ing over the fur reaches of Canada
Her Lev Waa to Be Put to the Se.
Law's slalenient wus minle in reply to
Inlne-Trotzkgovernment in and the Ray of
I'.eilin, July 3. ltal ificatlon of the livered in the house of commons
Vegetable.
an
Fundy, beset by fog,
verett Test.
a cpieslhin df a ineiiiher.
Russia ugulnst the reported arrest of
pence treaiy by the Guriiinii national explamitloii of the peace
t .12MO 15
Asparagus, Colo
heavy winds and terrific electrical
which
8.00V t.00
Ueana,
Its representative, Martens, In New storms.
Navy,
Answering a further question as to assembly probably will occur during he described us "Ihe mosttreaty,
D.
Mrs.
Fletcher by
Judge J.
Mary D. Beans. Pinto, cwt
momentous
S.6O0 4.60
cwt
whether any unofficial coininunicat Ion the latter half of July.
York wns met by the State Depart
.26
document to which the Urltlsh etupi
seemed as though the atmos Park hurst before whom she Is appear Iieana, Lima, lb
"It
had heen sent to the Imich govern
greea, lb
10. 121.16
ever affixed Its seal." Tho showing ment with a denial and n warning phere was haunted by 5,000 devils," ing for a divorce from the husband of Beans,
lb
wax,
Deans,
ment, Mr. l'.onar Law said: "I would
3.
The
Polish
forces
Purls, July
the effects of his long labors at Purls that the threatened reprisals against suld Lieut, tiuy Hurrls, the meteoro- her romantic youth.
S.609 4. 00
beats, new, cwt
rather not say."
have started a counter offensive along and lacking his usual
75(f) 1.00
With her heart filled with romance Cucumbers, h. h., doa
the premier American citizens in Russia would logical officer.
fire,
.40
25 u
h.
Leaf
dos
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Another memher then asked:
front, at times mude Impassioned utterances arouse overwhelming liidlgnution in
"U the whole
With the
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long overdue at Its and the promise of happiness, Mary Lettuce, head, dos.
60(
16
.20
the spokesman for the government according to advices from Warsaw. and was loudly cheered. Ills an this country.
dux
destination, petrol supply running low Williams, a daughter of Dr. John A. Unions, tablo,
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t.00i&
new,
(.60
Onions,
aware that nohody piirtleularly wants The Polos claim that they have every- nouncement that the former Gorman
Dr. Martens has not been arrested, and buffeted by strong winds, Major Williams, a Puyallup physician, was Peas, new, lb
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where broken the Ukrainian resistance, emperor would soon be
to lie brought here?'
married to Marvin Parkhurst In 1917, Peas, new, Telephone, lb... .lOti
u
placed on trial Acting Secretary of State Phillips In Scott decided while over the Buy of and
new, par lb
&& .0
Jills question was received with and that the l.clnljel'g
after a short honeymoon to rela Potatoes, old,
He 1'undy to send a wireless cull to the
before a tribunal sitting In London forms the soviet authorities.
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Potato,
cheers.
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railway line is again in Polish hands. was cheered most of all, while his pre- claims to represent n regime at Mos- American Navy PepartmfMit to prepare tives and friends the couple repaired Hadlahaa. long hothouaa... .10
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Hadlahaa. round, hothouse..
to the husband's homestead In Mnn
The enemy suffered severe casualties, sentation of the
conven- cow which this government has never to give assistance If it were needed
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aew,
Turnips,
I'liris. The question of the trial of .'t.iKHi prisoners, no machine tuns and tion, providing for British aid If Ger- lecognlzcd and is nt the same time a TL!s was merely a measure of precuu tana, where, as she told the Judge, her
romance was shattered.
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former Emperor William was on the huge stores being captured.
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as the feed alley. Single stalls facing
the feed alley provide for 18 cows,
eight on each side. At the front of the

MODERN BARN FOR
THE SMALL DAIRY
Building to House 18 Cows and
Feed Supply Is Described.
PROFIT IN MILK HERD

GOOD

Housing and Silo Are
Necessity They Keep High.
Priced Animate Healthy, Save
Labor and Conserve Food.

Pos-Itiv-

o

Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE Of
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
highest authority on all these subjects.
Addresr all inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
111., and only Inclose three-cestamp for
reply.
Housing the dairy herd In the winter
so that the cows will be most produc-

tive and most profitable Is not much
of a problem for the modern dairyman.
methods of designing
The present-daand constructing dairy barns have
science by farm
been brought to
building architects and the comfort
y

building are two stalls, a bull pen and
a pen for the calves. At the rear of
the building are feed rooms and the
entrance to the silo chute, while on either side is an open water tank, supplied by the farm water system. There
are ten windows on each side of the
bam and a ventilation system leading
to the ventilators on the roof.
All of these features will have an
Immediate appeal to the dairymun who
hus made a study of the btut method
of housing his stock and of caring for
the animals.
The feed alley Is equipped with an
overhead carrier system that leads
from the silo and feed rooms to each
stall. The ensilage anil grain are
placed In the carrier and taken to each
manger, which, it readily will be seen,
eliminates many steps and much time.
Carriers are over each litter alley and
lead to the manure pit or pile on either side of the silo at the rear of the
barn. Here again the work Is done
easily and with a minimum expenditure of time.
Tanks Do Not Freeze.
The stall floors as well as the stable
floor are constructed of concrete. At
the rear of each row of stalls Is a gutter, with a druln at one end. It is the
work of but a few minutes to flush
these gutters after the manure has
been removed. The Indoor water tanks
will not freeze In the winter and water
always Is available for the stock. With
a small additional expense the water

DIFFICULTY

ALL FAMILIES

VAIIT All AUTO

IN WASHING

CAR

RQ&D

Operation Can Be Performed by Man
Working Alone If Barrel Is
Placed on Platform.

The great difficulty In washing automobiles, where no water under presMachines Have Rapidly Devel- sure Is available. Is to. operate the
sprayer pump, end at the same time
oped From "Freak" Stage to
use a sponge effectively, says Popular
Absolute Necessity.
Mechanics Magazine. A lurge water
barrel with both heads Inand
tact will be required. A faucet or
LARGE FACTOR IN PROGRESS valve, to which a hose can be attached, is Inserted In one of these heads.
The barrel Is then pluced, with the
some sort of platProduction Has Increased by Leaps faucet down, upon
form. A hose Is attached to this fauand Bounds Until Today There
cet and to the nuzzle of the force
Are More Thaj 5,000,000 Motor
pump. After the valve Is opened, wa
Cars in the United States.
ter should be pumped Into the barrel.
s
full. The
until it Is about
When the first horseless carriage
appeared we looked it over curiously,
nudged each other knowingly, made
Joculur remarks and went about our
business wondering what tbose cruzy
Inventors would do next. Thus begun
the evolution of v. but is today our
From the
third greatest Industry.
freak stage, the automobile developed
into a rich man's plaything.
Finally, after many vicissitudes, we
were forced to recognize it as a possible coumierciul proposition.
From a possibility to a probability
end soon to a certainty the automobile quickly arrived at Its proper
position in the scheme of things. And
that position is an exalted one.
Water From a Well or Cistern Is Ueed
All Families Want Cars.
With All the Convenience of a City
The automobile today is so effecPressure System.
tive a fuctor in the progress and
of humanity that It Is every valve is then closed, and the hose la
removed from the nozzle of the force
family's ambition to possess one.
Logically, Its production hus In- pump. To use the barrel as a force
creased by leups and bounds, until to- spray. It Is only necessary to put a
day there are more thun 5,000,000 au- nozzle on the hose and open the valve
tomobiles In the United Stutes alone. at the bottom of the barrel.. The air,
the
They have become a nutionul neces- which Is compressed by pumping wathe
sity, employed In every avenue of In- water into the barrel, forces
Is opened,
dustry to save time and widen tones ter out when the valve
thus making an effective spray. All
of trade.
can be performed by
They have brought fresh air and these operations
the wonders of the open country to a man working alone.
multitudes, lessening distances and
TAR REMOVED FROM MACHINE
promoting closer fellowship.
That, In brief, Is the past and present of the automobile.
Almost Impossible to Run Over New
What, then, of the futurej
Roads or Pavements Without
We hear much less thun formerly
Getting Some on Car.
saturaa
of
of the approach
so
tion period a time when
many
It Is hardly possible to drive a ma
cars will have been built that sharp chine over newly tarred mads or pavecurtailment of output must come.
ments without getting at least some of
Industry in Infancy.
the tur on the body. If treated In time
The more we reflect, Investigate and the spots are not difficult to remove.
analyze, the more our common sense The machine should be washed to elim
tells us that the building of cars is inate all the grit, and carefully dried
still an Infant industry.
with chamois, so that the tar will not
In the first Instance, we take Into smear. A little vaseline applied over
account that which we all know to be each spot and worked In with the
true; namely, that lie who once owns fingers will help to remove the stains.
a car will contrive to own one as long A thorough wash with body soup and
as he has the price.
a finish polish In the usual manner
That means, In round figures, thut completes the operation.
must
more than a million automobiles
When going down a long hill chnnge
be built this year to replace those that from one bmke to the other so as to
conwill wear out This Is on the
allow the lining to conl. If this is not
servative basis that the averuge car done brake linings wear away rapid
hus a useful life of five years.
ly and sometimes burn. Thus, by freThe future of the automobile Is quent chnnge you prolong the life of
something for succeeding generations the lining several hundred per cent
to worry about maybe but he Is a
runk pessimist who will say today
BUSINESS HARMFUL
that It Is anything but rosy.
Too Many Motortruck Routes lnaugu
GRINDING NOISES IN GEARS
rated Where Driver Returned
With Empty Truck.
Trouble Can Be Reduced by Using
Heavier Grease, but Good Judg(Prepared by the United States Depart'
ment of Agriculture.)
ment Must Be Used.
Too many motortruck routes have
y
a good
Grinding noises In gearset or dif- been started where
ferential can be reduced by using a business was secured and the opera'
heavier grease, but Judgment must be tor felt Justified In returning with
used, as it is easy to get a grease so empty trucks. It is unsafe to gen
heavy that when It Is chilled It will eralize, but It may be dllnltely stated
squeeze out of the gears and stay out at this point thut practically no route
causing them to run dry, and thus ag- has ever been successful which
load.
depended on a
gravating the trouble.
air-tig-
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and health of the animals, two things
necessary If they are to be profitable,
are provided for.
Keeping a dairy herd Is one of the
most profitable parts of the farming
business. Not only are the cows revenue producers, but they supply the
farm owner with fertiliser that Is necessary to keep the soil at Us best. For
these reasons the farmers who keep

herds of cows are Increasing In numbers each year.
Seven months In the year In the corn
belt the cows are fed and housed In
a barn. And to feed them and water
them and milk them and do the other
work that is necessary requires a considerable amount of time. At the present price of farm lnbor, time really is
money and the modern barn Is designed and equipped so that all this work
can be done with the least amount of
effort.
Barns of Several Type.
Dairy barns are of several types, but
the farm owner with a herd of eighteen or twenty cows wants a building
that can be constructed economically
and arrangand will be weather-proo- f
ed conveniently. Such a barn Is shown
In the accompanying
design. This
barn Is planned for a herd of 20 cows,
their calves and one bull, with storage
room for the feed supply.
The dimensions of the building are
86 by CO feet. It Is of standurd plank
frame construction, set on a concrete
roof,
foundation. The gnmbrel-trussewhich eliminates all posts In the hayloft, permits the storage of a marl-muamount of roughage, while the
silo at one end provides the animals
with fresh feed all winter.
There are many Interesting features
features that make this a modern, efficient barn shown In the floor plan of
the dairy stable that accompanies this
article.
Through the center of the
barn there Is a driveway, 6 feet 6
Inches wide, while on either side are
litter alleys, 5 feet 2 inches wide.
Arrangement of Stalls.
The single cow stalls are ranged
along the driveway, which also Is used
good-site-

d

d

can be piped to Individual drinking
cupa at each stall.
Sunshine and fresh air are two of
the things that keep the cows healthy
and productive. The windows In this
barn permit the sunshine to fall on the
litter alleys and gutters. Sunshine kills
germs and keeps the barn air wholesome. The windows also admit plenty
of fresh air, the foul air being drawn
out of the stable through the shafts
and out of the ventilators on the roof.
d
Just a word about the silo.
of the feed value of corn Is In
of
the stalk. Consequently
the productive vulue of each acre
planted to corn Is conserved when the
stalks are chopped and stored In the
sllaw
This Is the only fresh feed that
can, be provided for cows In the winter,
nnd there Is not only a saving In money, but the cows fed on enKlluge produce a larger amount of milk, that Is
One-thir-
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BUILDffiO
BENEFITS OF COUNTRY ROADS
Among Other Things They Cheapen
Cost of Transportation of Farm
Products to Market
In
Good roads promote
community. They make possible
social Intercourse.
They bring the
benefits of churches and schools within the reach of all. They help to keep
the boys on the farm. They cheapen
the cost of transportation of farm
products to the markets and thus add
to the farm profits. They add to the
value of farm lands much more than
they cost. They mark the degree of
civilization of the rural community.
This, in short, Is the value of good
roads as seen by the extension service
of the University of Missouri College
of Agriculture.
The building of good roads Is of the
greatest importance to a community.
What kind of a road should be built?
Of what should It be constructed?
self-respe-
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West Point Cadets.
Each senatorial congressional district
and territory. Including Porto Rico,
Alaska and Hawaii, I entitled to have
two cadets at the West Point Military
academy and the District of Columbia
four cadet. There are also 80
at large, especially conferred by the president The law authorizes the president to appoint cadet to the military academy from
among men In the regular army and
National Guard, the total number not
as exceed 180 at one time.

MOTORTRUCKS HAVE REVOLUTIONIZED
BUSINESS OF QUICK TRANSPORTATION

Innocent Little Break.
A Washington woman was called
West to her brother, who was feared
to be dying. Upon her arrival eriie
was able to write home that a happy
Improvement had taken place and the
sick man was out of danger. A kindly neighbor made Inquiries, and when
the hufand had informed her that
would probably
his brother-in-lalive, the dear soul expressed her arm
pathy like this:
Pad
"Oh, Isn't It a pity your wI
to take that long trip for nothinaV
little
She bad made a
break, even as you and L Washington Star.
w

When the necessity for moving war
essentials simply overwhelmed the
railroads and paralyzed shipping conditions, the world was brought to a
realisation of what motor trucks could
accomplish In emergencies. Thousands
of business men learned the answers
to their individual transportation problems and will permanently profit by
them.
It Is apparent, on the other
hand, that many others have even yet
failed to come to a complete realisation of all that the motor truck means
to present and future transportation.
No Industry, no business house reor delivery can
quiring either pick-u- p
obtain full success today without the
use of one or more trucks. The public demands quick service motor
truck delivery Is the solution.
Daily Object Lessons.
Every day the object lesson is driven home. One merchant Increases his
business because of the dependability
of his deliveries. His competitor, with
otherwise equally good faculties, bare

Transportation of

Milk.

ly keeps his business alive because of
inferior delivery methods.
The fanner, too, has learned that
the quick handling of his product Is
For Instance,
a vital consideration.
take the case of the dairy farmer who
now makes two deliveries a day with
his motor truek In less time than he
used to be able to make three deliv
eries a week. Ills milk is sweeter, the
And so It goes all
price Is higher.
along the line, the motor truck has
proved not only Its speed, but Its economy.
Increased Use of Trucks.
There can be no doubt In the mind
of anyone who makes a serious study
of transportation conditions as they exist the country over, but that the next
few years will see an amazing increase
In the use of trucks. Because speed,
economy and adaptability to varied
work will be vital considerations It
seems certain that the greatest demand will be for moderately llght-dntvehicles.
y
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tunately, is easily discovered and cored
Folding Down a Top.
In folding down the top be careful simply by removing the beads.
that none of the cloth Is caught in beChange Gears Promptly.
Reversing tha Compliment.
tween the bows where the metal parts
If drivers would only learn It, the
A cashier of somewhat portly bond come together. The doth wiU be worn
easiest way to avoid many gear
waa frowning over a statement of ac- through and the appearance rained.
counts Just placed before him by his
changes Is to make the necessary ones
quickly.
pretty typist. "Aa a young lady," be
Cause of Short Circuiting.
said, "I admire your type, but I cant
at the spark gap Is
Paid In License Fees.
honestly say I admire your typing." sometimes caused by small metallic
V
she
"How funny
replied smartly, beads, formed by the Intense heat of
It Is estimated owners of passenger
"We are so different, for, though yon the spark. These beads form a bridge snd motor automobiles paid $44,48,-2323- 3
In license fees to the common
are of course splendid at figures, no between the electrodes across which
one could any yo. have a splendid the current passes. This trouble, for wealths la tola country. In 191&
figure."
Short-circuiti-

y
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Is Better to Be Owner or
Employee.

The main object of life Is doubtless
to get something out of it besides
trouble, and so any critical comparison
of rival methods of earning a living
ctnuot fail to .be Interesting to all
men.
The only ones not affected are
the carefree holio Hitting from place to
place and the wise lad who early In
life took the precaution to marry the
lovely daughter of the capitalist.
Now, about the matter of running
your own business or working for some
one else on sulary and commission. If
we go Into history the testimony Is
somewhat conflicting, writes J. R.
Sprague In Sunset. Moses was a salaried man for the I'haraoh corporation and did very well for himself.
On the other huml, our old friend Bismarck, also a salaried man, built up
Safe.
a wonderful business for his firm, but,
"I know a perfectly safe place for
as so often happens, was thrown out
of a Job when he got along in years, your diamond rings, mother."
"Where?"
und the young fellow stepped In and
"On Hud's fingers."
took over the business.
"Silly, he'd be sure to lose them."
Among those who went Into business
"No, he wouldn't. You'd never be
for themselves, Murk Antony did weR
and would proliubly huve become head In any dunger of Bud tuking them
of the world's greatest corporation If off to wash his bunds."
he hud not got into fast company und
Did Hie Best
wasted his time on wine suppers,
The trump touched his hut and
houseboat parties, and so on.
walked along beside the horseman.
Alexander the (Jreat, strictly a busi"You wouldn't think, sor," he said,
ness man with no foolishness about
"but I once hud a happy home."
li in), in ten yenrs built up such a tre"Then," said the rider, "why didn't
mendous organization thut he fretted
you do something to keep it happy?"
because there were no more
"I did, sir," said the tramp; "I left
towns where he could establish
hianch houses. Napoleon, who was In It" London
business for himself, prospered exReversing It.
ceedingly for a number of years and
"Queer, wasn't It, those Jousts of
probubly would have died rich except
for an unwise second marrliige und chivalry?"
"What was queer?"
the fact that he tried to spreud out too
much for his capital.
"Why, every knight made a day of
We all know the outcome of the It"
business owned and manuged by
Interested credHohenzollern.
Always at It.
itors would do well to compare a Iun
"I ktiow- - a man who Is nt the turning
or Bruilstreet report on bis affairs
point of 1:1s life every night."
made in the spring of 1914 with his
"How cun thut be?"
rating at the present time.
"He tends the big revolving light."
d
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Good Roads Llks This Bring Farmer

Nearer to City Markets,
What are the things to be considered
In locating the road? What "grade"
should be maintained?
How should
the road be drained? What are the
laws governing highway construction?
There are a few questions answered
In extension clrculur OH dealing with
country roads.
Matters of prime consideration In
locating a road are: Easy grades,
good drainage, exposure to sunshine,
elimination of culverts and bridges by
avoiding unnecessary creek crossings,
directness and the number of farms to
be served for a given length of road.
Whenever possible to avoid It, a good
location should not be rejected merely
because a certain roadway has been in
use for some time. If the location of
a used road Is bad It should be
changed If possible. In relocating math
avoid railroad crossings nt grades.
The grade of the roud Is Important
for on this depends the weight of the
load which can be hauled economically.
By grade Is meant the rise or fall In
feet for each 100 feet In horizontal
length of road, usuully expressed In
percentage. A S per cent grade means
that the road rises or falls S feet each
100 feet tilling Its center line. It has
been calculated that on a smooth country roud the load that one horse could
pull on a level would require two on a
5 per cent grade, three on a 10 per cent
grade and four on a 13 per cent grade.
Engineers usually figure a 6 per cent
grade as a maximum.
Hoad work In Missouri has not been
as well niunaged as other public work.
Projects hnve been too nurrowly limited to localities, resulting In fragmentary effort. Skilled locating and
supervision of construction have been
generally lacking. The remedies are:
and the
First, a wider
udnptloii of broad schemes of Improvement preferably with units no smaller
than counties. Second, the absolute
elimination of political considerations
In the siendlng of money. Third, securing good engineering udvlce in the
preparation of plans and requiring
careful engineering supervision of construction.

50

MILLION

Grants to That Amount Will Be Distributed for Reconstruction of
Roads and Bridges.

Motor Truck Facilitates
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The conductor of a band, giving an
concert, beat time very energetically, leaning now toward one
part of the band and now to another, and stamping his foot apparently
In paroxysms of musical fervor. Hike,
In the audience, watched him, fascinated; but at the end of the selection,
with a disappointed air, be turned to
leave. "How did ye like It, Mlker
asked his friend- - "Come away!" said
n
Mike, In disgust. "Ol've been watch-Ihim for half an hour, and he hasn't
bit one of thlm yetl"
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Positive Necessities.
A modern barn and silo are positive
necessities In modern dairy farming.
animals healthy
They keep
and productive, save labor, and conserve feed, which at its present price
Is good business.
In planning a dairy barn, or general
It Is always well to conpurpose-barn- ,
sult the local architect, builder and
material dealer before deciding on the
design. These men know how a barn
should be built to supply the needs of
the Individual.
They also can tell
what such a building will cost, and will
help finance the building should It be
necessary.
Dairy products are high in price now,
Just as are other furm products. And
they will continue so for some years to
come, according to those who are In
a position to predict future conditions.
For these reasons the farmer or dulry-mnwho Is successful must have his
milk and butter manufacturing establishment built nnd equipped so that he
can produce what he has to sell at the
least cost In this way his herd will
pay him a handsome profit.
--
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Interesting Question as to Whether It
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Grants amounting to $SO.OOO,000 will
be distributed by the Itritish road
board for the reconstruction of roads
and bridges In England In 1019. Demobilized army units will be used to
do the labor. Local highway authorities will he required to match this
appropriation by at least as large a
program of road work as they carried
out In the year before the war. Area
taken Into consideration, England's
program is thus far In excess of that
of the United States, Including both
federal aid and state funds.
POOR

ROADS ARE EXPENSIVE

Congressional Report Places Annual
Loas at $504,000,000 for Transportation Alone.
The congressional report of 1914
placed the economic loss of the United
States through poor roads at an annual figure of $304,000,000 for transportation costs alone. The heavy
Increase In tonnage since that time
probably makes the loss today close
to $1,000,000,000.
Solid Foundation Necessary.

The most necessary requirement of
founa good road la a solid, bone-dry

This means good drainage
dation.
first, last and aU the time.

Road Without Maintenance.
How long wiU a machine work without oiling? Just as long aa a road
without maintenance.
Farmer la Benefited.
good road permits the farmer to
take advantage of good business

See Stockyards First
Jim, his father's pride and mother's
Joy, hnd been "over there" for nearly
two years. Finally word was received
that he had reached an Eastern port
and would soon he heudlng for ramp
to receive his little red discharge chevron.

Eagerly the home folks had waited
to welcome back their hero and planned to make the day of his arrival here
en route to camp a big one.
At four o'clock one afternoon Jim's
voice came over the telephone to his
dud: "Leaving In fifteen minutes for
camp."
I'nahle to understand the short stopover, the father Inquired the time of
his arrival In Chi.
"Well, now. It was this way," explained the warrior: "We got In at
nine o'clock this morning, but I hud a
couple of puis with me who hail never
seen the stockyards, und I took them
out to show them the place." t'hleugo
Tribune.

din

Naturally.
business

"My brother's

the wall."

Is

going to

me, how did that happen?"
"He Is selling decorative vines."

"Iiear

Their Way.
"Motorists ure always speaking contemptuously of pedestrians."
"Yes, I notice they have a way of
running them down."
Perceptible Result
"Confound the luck I The front door
been painted."
bus
"Yes, It Is easy to see you hava
been up against It."

Jtt

Can An Auto Prance?
mi automolille prance? or Is it

In this one respect Inferior to the
horse? A few days ago a handy little
truck was navigating Spring street,
GRASI OF HUMAN NATURE.
Jeffersonvllle, which Is rather rough
Manager Hilt this play Is too
it will never be a success.
because the war delayed repairs. It high-broAuthor That's where you are
was loaded with long hoards which
mistaken,
people always praise
projected far behind and practically
balanced the truck on the rear axle. things they don't understand.
When holes In the street were struck
Standing Room Appreciated.
the front wheels reared up so violentThis world Is but a flVetlns show,
ly that the chiuiffeur, or driver, was
6ome say nut worth s pin;
Hut just the same we feel that we
catapulted Into the air. He then got
We're lucky to set In.
down and "led" his truck which did
at
least
not prance unless running
Agree With Professor.
five miles an hour. Hud he "let 'er out"
"The professor seems to be a man
she would certainly have set on her
of rare gifts," remarked Mrs. Naybor.
tall. Inillunnpolls News.
"lie Is," agreed the professor's wife.
"He hasn't given me one since we were
Ideal Bed for Invalids.
In view of the elaborate cure with murrled." London
which most details of sick nursing
Contrary Dream.
n worked out. It Is more than
hnve
"What do you think Is every Lona little curious that the maintenance
of the patient's warmth In bed should doner's day dream?"
"I don't know; what Is It?"
have been left so long to the precari"To become a knight mayor."
bottle.
ous ministry of the
At the Trelonr Cripples' hospital, AlNothing Else.
ton, England, two wards are now supmy wife always asks me If I
"Yes,
which
electric
mattresses,
with
plied
have proved both safe and convenient like her newest gown."
"Values your opinion, eh?"
In practice, even when a child Is the
"No; It's merely a hahlt."
occupant of the bed. The mattress is
differentially heated, and the heating
If He Had Two Million.
element Is so disposed that the maxi"I bate the rich. I wouldn't Join a
mum warmth Is generated at the foot
I reckon you
club.
end. less In the middle and none at all millionaires'cure
oue
about Joining
wouldn't
at the head end.
either?"
"Well, I d like to be eligible to Join."
Kindly Effort
We shut ourselves away from so
Poetry.
much beauty, from so much rhnnn.
"I lancing Is the poetry of motion."
from so much that Is lovely and of
"Give me the regular kind of poet-ry,- "
value when we use life roughly Incommented the nigged economist.
stead of looking Mpon each day as n
doesn't wear out so many shoes."
Jewel to be treasured and each hour "It
an opportunity for Joy and service.
A Ruthless Monopolist.
How mnny dnys are spoiled by Just
"I want my rights," shouted the soone rude word, one unkindly speech,
orator.
one rough act. And spoiled not only cialist
"Yes!" ventured the man who
how
And
others.
many
for
but
us
for
speaks up very seldom ; "but you don't
days are made more gracious, how want anybody else to have any."
tender
more
made
are
by
muny hearte
Just the kind word, the gentle set, the
Good Advice.
sincere and loving effort to be kind.
"My boy. get this In your head:
You don't need to go to New York to
Cheery Kitchen.
make a success."
housetheir
Women who perform
"No, dad?"
work unaided should see to It that the
"Not by a I'itig shot. If you've got
kitchen Is made as cheery and convent all worth while. New York
ient as possible. Perhaps, If many a anything to
you for it."
housewife's steps were counted. It will (time
would be found that she travels sevHad to.
eral weary miles each day. yet a great
n
"Why Is that stupid attendant
deal of this unnecessary exertion could
and down
be avoided If her kitchen were fitted the table always going up
devices and from the
up with a few
"It must be because he Is a dumb
all surplus furniture, pictures and sunwaiter."
make
and
dust
catch
shelves
that
dry
a lot of work were removed.
A New Feat.
"Here's my wife been tsklng coals
Americana Led In Aviation Feat
Newcastle."
The first aviators to fly from or to to
"In what way?"
were
Americans.
a
of
deck
the
warship
"She drove her car against the traf-- .
Eugene Ely new from the deck of the flc
policeman, pinning him to the semNovemon
scout cruiser Birmingham
stand, and so she pinched the
aphore
on
IS,
1011,
and
1910.
ber 14,
January
cop."
a
made
In
same
flight
aviator
by
the
him at San Francisco allehted on the
Chronic
deck of the battleship Pennsylvania.
"Is your husband still worrying
He then made a return flight from the
automobile?"
deck of that warship. Other Amer- about his
"Constantly," replied Mrs. Chuggins.
ican aviators have since performed the
"I never knew a man to suffer so wits
same feat
flivver complaint"
Tit-Bit-
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BUDGET SYSTEM

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD

the story of the reaping of the lightning Mrurk the building, kill- - promise to give their patrons a better
Kreaiesi wneax crop ever raineu mng nun ana destroying me Duua- - service than ever be.ore.
the plains country.
Emil is Koine to spend several
ing by fire. The remains were burn- With weather that could not have ed past recognition.
(weeks in the White mountains hunt- been more suitable had it been or
Mr. Lee was twenty-fou- r
old!
years
ing and fishing, after which he Mill
dered for the occasion, farmers re and was a brother to Jess Lee and 'return to Las Cruets and. amonu his
i ii ivi i . 1 ig i.dw3ui
iimi nuvai lias iijjtiny
ui m iiiy anu omer activities witi raise cnicKcns.
a rapidity
that is most gratifying. Mrs. Klack, who lives northeast of1 Las Cruces Republic.
.
l'lenty of moisture at times when town. The remains were shipped to!
needed has caused the grain to fill Seymour, Texas, for burial and were'
C RAPA
(out splendidly and insured a high accompanied by his brother, Jess

NEW MEXICO

Republican in Congress are
giving the question of establishing
a system of
and unifyNEWS REVIEW
ing the estimates of appropriations
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
for the various department, serious
consideration. Though the matter
of establishing a budget system has
BERNALILLO
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe, the State Capital by tin
been disussed for years the matter,
has never met with general approval Bean Growers Meet
Ii
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xt
i..
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The members of the Water Users
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in the way of a World Atlas and History.
A copy of this History and Atlas Free to State Record
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the action that went with them as
Miss Kemhle hnd played it. Site hud
a quick memory, but the intonation of
the lines gave her extraordinary diff-
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lie finished the phrase by the deed.
to Iteheti. Women's charms and wilfmade up a large part of bis The oftice routine went on and Daphne
ulnesses
BETO
CHANCE
DAPHNE
TO
GETS
THE
THANKS
DUANE,
wares in trade.
might have been the chair she sat lu,
for all the attention lie paid her. She
"Have you had any experience?"
IF SHE CAN MAKE GOOD.
COME AN ACTRESS
felt rather ungallantly Ignored. Still,
"None."
she had asked to he treated on a
"Studied elocution?"
HtiiimiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiHUMiiiiiniii

11

Xi--

piii-Ms-

quickly
hent her head
Itapl
that his pressed lips touched her hair.
him
thrust
ami
.She Hung backward
ii way mill broke from his hold.
"Agh !" she groaned. "I suppose I
deserve the Insult- - for trusting you."
"I didn't Intend It for an insult."
lie followed her with pleading arms.
She hacked away and found herself
In a corner, Hushed, furious, at buy.
"How dare you'!" she stormed, and
thought with nausea Imw often the
n used and with what
phrase hnd
hypocrisy.
It seemed to fall familiarly nil his
nforlahly. "How
oar, for he laughed
run I help It?"
"If you touch mi' I'll I'll lilt you."
He paused, stared deep Into her
sn

I

yes. "lo you menu it?"
"t If course I menu It."
'Tin sorry." he sighed. "Nut won't
you let ine explain?"
"You don't have to. It's all my
fault for Inviting you here."
"Oh. no, I beg you not to think that

I'm such

rail."

ii

"Please go !"
"All right!" he murmured,

nnd left
the room.
She heard his stick rattle its lie took
It from tin- - umbrella Jar. She thought:
"There goes my opportunity my career! Well, let it go! It wasn't worth
I he

price!"

'initio appeared at tho ihmr again
to say: "Oh. by the way, lliat Introduction to .Mr. liel
Io you still
want It?"
"No, thank von, not from you. tloodI

-

y."
He bowed farewell, then
a
ils mind, entned the r
iliHvn, am! motioned her to u
If It were his house.
"Miss Kip, may I sny one
I

you?

changed
and sat
seat as
word to

don't pretend to understand

I'm not sure now
you women people.
Just how sincere you are, Just how
pinch of a ninny you may think me for
Experience
licing rebuffed so easily.
I!ut well anyway
Is no guide.
kvliat I wanted to say Is this there Is
hardly tiny man that would even
bother ll woman unwilling to he bothered if he could only he certain that
Iu was really bothering tier. Io I
illlike myself lcar?"
"Not in the least."
"Well. then. I give up. Hut I must
leave you a hit of advice. You say
joti want to earn money. If jnu do,

11

Jim
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ii.

in coldly,

i

i
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ja
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"That will
be a very welcome day to most of us."
Somehow It did not sound convincing to her. There was gravo conviction, however, in his response:
"It will ho a mighty welcome day
to us poor men, Miss Kip. I'or most
men haven't the faintest desire to
spoon with women. It's hard enough
for some of them to keep their own
sweethearts nnd wive Kullicleiitly caressed. Then there's another thing
if I'm not boring you I haven't made
as long a speech since I was a schoolto the
boy nnd recited 'Spartacus
(iladlators.' "
'in on, please," said Daphne. "A
woman doesn't often get the chance
of hearing u man tell the truth about
these things."
Iler sarcasm chilled him a little, but
he went mi :
"I Just unlit to sny this It's an old
man's advice to u young woman going Into business: when ii man usks
for a Job he brings references, and
they are Investigated; or he unswers
a lot of questions, and he Is given a
trial. Or when two men meet In a
club or elsewhere they shake hands.
That hiitidshiike itself is n kind of investigation of character. They learn
each other's politics and religion and
prejudices as soon as they can.
"So when h man meets a woman
ho Is apt to he thrown with a good
deal lie Is apt to say, 'What sort Is
she?' Hut the thing that annoys a
man most about having to do business
with it woman is the fear that he will
either compromise her or disappoint
her. That's the llrst problem to get
out of the way; and there's nothing
easier for a woman to do than to conduce n man that she doesn't want him
to try to llirt Willi her If she doesn't."
Daphne cried, "In heaven's name,
tell me how It's done."
"The way to convince him Is to he
convinced yourself. If you're sincere
he'll know It."
"Hut I was sincere with you, nnd
you didn't know It."
"I didn't know it at first, hut I soon
did I think anil now that's what I'm
driving at all this long while. If you're
going lulu business competition with
men, play fair. Every now and then
one of them, ns soon as he finds himself alone with you, will he polite
enough to Insult you. Hut the average
man will let you alone If you'll let
him alone. Suppose he does make a
mistaken advance. If you could be
sensible enough not to get mad, not to
feel besmirched, but Just take it as
a mutter of course and say frankly:
'No, thanks, I'm not Interested. I understand you perfectly, but you needn't
u
bother.' or something
that, and
say it honestly, the rest would he plain
sailing.
"And now, If you'll forgive me for
talking our iirm off and If you'll prove
it by letting tne help you, I'll promise
never to kiss you or try to till till
yon ask me to."
at his
Daphne laughed refreshed!Impudence, and lie laughed, as well as
lie might. 'And they shook hands with
comradeship.
'And may I arrange for you to meet
llebetl?"
"I hate to nsk you now. I've no
right to trouble you. Hut I'm terribly
anxious to got a Job."
"And I'm terribly anxious to get you
one."
'You're awfully kind." she said, and
led him to the telephone.
She felt that It would be Indelicate
to listen, and went back into the livThere
ing room of the apartment.
Dunne Joined her in a few moments
with the terrifying news that Ileben
had said that he might have a chance
to Jnce her at once If she could coma
to his otilce without delay.
npHrtiinlty bouncing out at her like
a
alarmed her. Hut
she faced it piuckily. She put on her
hat with trembling bands and went
down In the elevator with Duane.
They went up In an elevator at one
side of the lobby of the theater and
stepped out at lichen's office door. A
number of somber and despondent
persons of a theatrical complexion
were waiting there also, the wretched
Ijiraruses of art.
Mke to a respectful office
Dunne
boy. who diflpcarcd through a door
and returned to beckon him In. With
heart bounding high and bubbling at
her throat Daphne entered the theatrical world by one of Its most gilded
portals.
The great Keben sat bulklly behind
an ornate table-desand dismissed
a still more ornate stenographer with
a nod as he rose to greet Duane.
Duane did the honors: "Mr. lichen,
I want to present you to Hiss Kip,
Miss Daphne Kip."
Ileben greeted her with suavity and
his eyes were even more enthusiastic
than his words. Daphne was at her
superlative dVttrre and anxiety gave
ber a wlstfulness that was appealing

l'aphne broke

CHAPTER IX.

xi

Arrange for You to Meet
Rebenr"

on tho stage or In any other business,
you will meet a lot of men who will
feel It their duty to try to kiss you
tt the first opHrtutilty. It's not only
because you are so pretty, for I really
believe the homeliest girls (ret the
most kisses.
IVrhaps it's because
Ihey're not no particular but, any-- I
ay. It's not because men are villains
hat they try to kis women, but
they're obliging. There Is an
I don't know how
f.hl superstition
false It Is, or how true; no man can
know but there Is a tradition that
every woman expects every man she
tneets to offer her an Insult that's
the technical term as soon as they
re alone.
"That feeling Is what women are
going to run Into every time they try
to force their way Into business. It
will die out. I suppose, to certain exyou crowd Into our field. It
tent,
will be one of the last privileges
you'll lose. Tou're already permitted
to stand vp In street cars and go out
after dark alone. By and by you will
tiara to make your advances to the
tne yourselves in the frankest manlier, Instead of subtly as now."

"Never.
my life."

s
She remembered one of Miss
most delicious effects. She came
on the stage unannounced and, pausing in the doorway, smiled whimsically
and said, "How do you do?" That was
all Just "How do you do?" But she
uttered it so deliclously that a ripple
of joy ran through the audience.
Daphne tried to muster the trick of It,
but with no success. She said "How
do you do?" in dozens of ways, with
no result except to render the phrases
meaningless gibberish.
Daphne flung down the part she was
studying and flung away ambition, and
went out to tell the family that she
agreed with them.
She was confronted liy Leiin In a
role of despair.
Bayard had telephoned that he could not get home for
dinner. He would not lie home in
time to take Leila to the theater as
he hnd promised.
Leila was in a frenzy. She had nothing to do hut wait for her innti to
come nnd
her somewhere.
take
Daphne understood the tragedy of the
Kem-ble'-

Commandment

to CleveSynopsis. Tiny Winihurn. u young New Yorker on a visit
land, meets pretty I :i plmc Kip, whose brother is in the same ollice with
whirlwind courtship tiny become engaged.
Clay in Wall street. Alter
York,
I
ring on credit and returns to
'lay Imys ;.n
from her
liaphne agrees to tin early marriage, mid after extracting
father what she regards as a sullhieiit sum of money
she goes to New Vnrk with her mother lo huy her trousf..r the
seau. I "upline's hroiher. Unyard, has Just uiarried and left for Europe
Willi his l.ride. l.iila. I'aphiic and her mother install themselves In
imhiini introduces I "upline and her mother to luxurious
Hayard's Hat.
ts Tom limine, naiii iihout town. who seems
Now Voik lite. leiphne
is
greatly attracted to her. I"aphne accidentally discovers that Clay
penniless, except for his salary. Itaymird and his wife return to New
York unexpectedly. The three women set out on a shopping excursion
ami the two younger women huy expensive gowns, having them charged
to I'.ayard. liuyurd is furious over the expense, seeing hard times
ahead, liaphne, indignant, declares she will earn her own living lind
breaks her engagement with Clay.

GROWERS ASKED TO PREVENT SPREAD OF
NEW MALADY THAT MENACES POTATO CROP

I never spoke a piece In

Ainnteur theatricals?"
"Never. I never seemed to care for
them."
"Ketter yet ! What makes you think
you want to act now?"
"Money. I want to cum utouey
get rich."
"I see," said lichen, nnd fell Into o
profound iiieilitutlnn, studying Daphne

"iooil!

sen rchiugly.

Duane seized the opportunity to rise
and say: "Well, I'll leave you two together to talk terms. It would he indelicate for me to know Just how rich
Miss Kip is going to be."
He had no sooner gone than Iteben's
manner changed slightly and Daphne's
courage vanished. Iteheu paced the
Hour us he talked. His path kept
slowly closing in around her like the
walls in I'oe's story.
"You look like Miss Ketnhle," he
said. "You have somewhat the same
Y'oit like her style of
temperament.
play. That may be your line. I can't
tell. Of course I don't know how well
you can act. l'erluips you never could.
Kemhle Is great, but she comes of an
old theatrical family. Of course you
have one great capital your beauty;
for you are very beautiful, Miss Kip,
very. Let me see your eyes !"
lie had a right to usk If he were
going to hire her eyes, but she looked
up craveuly, for the burly satrap was
leaning over her. His left hand was
on tho arm of the chair, his right on
the hack of It. Ills left hand was gradually enveloping hers. It was a fat,
hot hand, nnd his face was so close
that It was blurred in her vision.
Dunne's
Then she remembered
words. She controlled herself enough
to put them to the test.
She pretended to look coldly Into
Iteben's face, and she said, with a
brave show of calm : "Mr. Helien, I
didn't come here to flirt with you and
I don't Intend to. I came here for u
Job as an actress. If this sort of tiling
Is a necessary part of tho Job I'll go
somewhere else."
lichen backed nway and stared tit
her. He was rendered foolish by her
rebuff and he stammered, "Why, I
I men tit no ha nil."
She went on with the Duane system
of treatment: "I know you didn't. You
meant to he polite, hut you don't have
to he so polite to mc. I don't expect
It nnd I don't like It."
"All right, all light !" Ileben growled,
pacing the Hour again, hut lu u constantly receding path. Hu did not
speak. He felt that he had made u
fool of himself, uiid he wus embarrassed.
Daphne wus so frightened with her
success tluit she got to her feet, saying: "I suppose this means that you
don't want me to work for you. It's
true, then, what they sny iihout the
stage."
"Nonsense ! Of course not ! Hot !
I never see most of my people except
at rehearsals or performances. I've
s
of 'em.
never spoken to
If you want a Job you can have It, nnd
Y'ou
no concessions are necessary.
don't have to make love to tne. Y'ou
make love to the audience, and if you
can capture tluit you can slap my face
every time you see me."
She was
Daphne was astounded.
and
She was exultant
engaged
thrilled with gratitude to Duane for
Introducing her to this marvelous opportunity and for the wisdom of bis
counsel.
Ileben Mild: "The general understudy of the Kenible company has
grown tired of waiting for a chance
to appear In public. Site's quitting me
this week for a small part In a road
company. You can have her place If
you want It. Do you?"
How
"You bet er indeed I do.
often does an understudy play?"
"As rarely as possible."
Daphne's Joy turned to lead.
lichen added : "Hut we don't pay by
I'll pay you twenty-liv- e
performances.
Y'ou
wanted money.
a week.
There's a little of It for a start. Do
you want It?"
"Will It lead to anything better?"
"It might."
"Am I to understudy Miss Kenible?"
"Yes, uud all the other women
roles."
"And when do you siipjtose I'll get a
chance to play Miss Ketnble's part?
Soon?"
"Never, I hope."
"That's encouraging V
"If Miss Kenible fell III we'd ordinarily refund the money, because she's
the star. But sometimes we might
have to give a performance at short
notice. Chances In the other parts
might come any day."
"And you'll give me a better chance
when you can?"
"Indeed I will. If you have the gift,
the sooner I find it out and the harder
I work It the more money I make.
The more you earn the more I make.
I'd like to pay you ten thousand a
week."
"I'd like to have you. All light,
111 try."
He pressed a button on his desk
once, then twice. The office boy ap
peared, followed by the stenographer.
n
Keben said to the boy: "Is Mr.
here? Send him to me." To
the stenographer he said: "Fill out a
What's
contract for Miss Kip Miss
the first name? Miss Daphne Kip.
.
Make it a three-yea- r
Salary, twenty-livecontract."
Reben motioned her absently to her
chair and said, rather for Duane's
sake than for hers, she felt: "Sit
down, won't yon. till the contracts
come? and pardon me if I "
three-quarter-
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Bat-terso-

business basis. He was taking her
at her word.
Before the contracts were ready
Mr. Batterson appeared. He was one
of Iteben's stage uinniigers, a worried,
emotional little mall, worn to shreds
with his task of stimulating nnd correcting the emotions by which others
earned their wages nnd fame.
Itebcn Introduced him to Daphne
and explained her new oflice. Batter-soseemed none too w ell pleased with
the news that Daphne was ignorant
of stage work to the last degree. He
had found it hard enough to make the
experienced uctors read their lines as
they must be rend and keep on rending them so. To teach this dramatic
itifunt how to walk uud talk was nn
unwelcome labor.
He took Daphne Into bis oflice nnd
pulled out a set of parts. When she
stumbled over them he cast his eyes
heavenward In his swift impatience.
He explained them with a vinegary
gentleness. He tulked to her of the
canons of Interpretation.
He walked
through her scenes nnd spoke her llues
for her agulu and again and yet again.
Hut somehow he could not teach her.
He tried everything but beating
her. He fluttered her, wheedled her,
parodied, satirized, rebuked her, and
occasionally he cursed her. She did
not rebel even against his profanity,
because she hud no confidence lu herShe
self to support her resistance.
felt that she was fur worse than he
said she was when he said she wus
worst. She used all her funds of resolution In keeping from throwing down
the part and running away In tears.
She hud none left for asserting her
right to politeness.
Once Daphne wus out In the street
again nnd released from the ordeal of
pleasing Batterson, youth and ambition brought hope buck again. Broadway at twilight was iithrou with enthusiasm and she caught zest from the
crowds. She was going home to study,
carrying her little set of textbooks like
a schoolgirl. But she felt the wings
of conquest fledging tit her ankles or
the wheel of fortune spinning under
her toes.
Her very first effort had succeeded.
She wus a woman with a sulury. She
would bo no longer n parasite on any
man. She hud a career and a business
as well ns the best of them.
Her mother was at home alone,
I.cllu hnd gone from that tea party
to another to which Mrs. Kip wus not
Invited. Daphne's mother greeted her
with relief. She told her news with a
gush of enthusiasm. It left Mrs. Kip
cold, very cold.
womShe was a pious, church-goinan, Mrs. Kip. She had always looked
upon the theater ns a training school
for the still lower regions. She went
to plays occasionally, but usually with
a feeling of dissipation and worlUll-nesBesides it was one thing to see
plays nnd another to act them.
Daphne tried to reason her mother
out of her bnckwoods prejudices, but
she only frightened her the more. Mrs.
Kip retired to her room to write an
urgent telegram to her husband demanding that he come on lit once and
rescue his child. She alwnyg called on
him in an emergency and he always
responded.
Leila cntne home eventually fuil of
gossip and triumph. Her Dutllh gown
had made a tremendous success; (lie
other women wanted to murder her.
Mrs. Kip broke In on her chronicles
with the dismal announcement of
Daphne's new Insanity. Lellu was almost ns bitter in opposition as Mrs.
Kip bad been, but from quite another
motive. Leila had aristocratic impulses nnd looked forward to social
splendors. She would gain no help
from the fact that her husband's sister
was a theatrical struggler.
Daphne escaped an odious battle
with her by referring to the need of
close study, and retreated Into her
own room, locking her mother out.
She stayed there, repeating her lines
over and over nnd trying to remember
FLAG TO OBLIVION

EmYoungsters First Burned German
blem and Then Solemnly Buried
the Ashes in the Earth.

"The war Is making a wonderful Impression on the mind of American
childhood." remarked Dr. Edgar
Jones, a Bloomlngton (111.) pastor, discussing current topics with
some friends the other day.
Doctor Jones relates a little story
about his young son, age ten, to Illustrate. In 1010 the pastor made a tour
of Europe and brought home with him
a flag of every nation visited. Occasionally they would be brought forth
to exhibit to visitors, but for the last
two years had been kept undisturbed
In a box In the doctor s stuay. une
son
day two months ago the little
Tery earnestly said to his father:
"Papa, haven't you a German flag?"
The pastor replied that he thought
was one In his collection, at the
same time explaining to the lad that
the Teutonic banner was not popular
these days and was not to be exhib
ited.
A few days later the little son was
more Insistent "Papa," he said, "I
want that German flag; please get It
out for me."
"I got the boy the flag," said Doctor
Jones, "and through the window of my
study watched what followed. First
the boy called his sister, Dorothy. The
children took the flag into the yard
and with much ceremony burned It
When It bad been reduced to ashes
De-Wi-tt
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Potatoes

in Different Stages of

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

The Next Day Batterson Telephoned
Her That He Had Called a Rehear-sa- l
With the Company.
modern wife: dowered with freedom,
pampered with amusements, deprived
of the blessing of toll, unaccustomed
to seragllan torpor, she must yet wait
on the whims or necessities of her
hus-bun-

Daphne reconsidered her decisions.
Better all the dllllcultles and heartthan this
aches of the uctress-tradprison loafing of wifely existence. She
hud something to do.
e

CHAPTER X.
The next day Batterson telephoned
her that he had called a rehearsal
with the company. Daphne went to
The Btage
the theater In terror.
looked utterly forlorn with the actors
and actresses standing about In their
street clothes. 1'nder the bright lights
with the people tniiihi up lind the au
dience In full bloom, like a vast
there would lie Impersonality und
stimulation : hut the present scene wus
as doleful as the funeral of an unpop
ular man.
I'ournge was largely a matter of her
superset! forcing her reluctant feet
forward. A soldier ordered to leave
a bombproof shelter for nn advance,
a playground of shrapnel, has Just the
r
system
struggle with his
that Daphne had with hers.
With the kindliest smile nn amlnhle
wolf ever wore Batterson invited the
fluttering hitnti to come to the stream
nnd drink. Daphne came forward In
a trance and heard Batterson sny:
"Ladies and gentlemen Miss Kip,
our new understudy, (live her ull the
help you can.
Miss Kemhle had graciously chosen
to he present for that purpose, though
the result was only to Increase DaphAn Imitation In
ne's embarrassment.
the presence of the living model was
a double loud to carry.
gnr-de-

vaso-moto-

The potato Industry Is seriously
menaced by a maludy new to this
couutry the potato wart disease. Unless It can be eradicated before It
to commercial
plantings,
spreads
specialists of the United States department of agriculture say It will
cost potato growers millions annually.
II Is easily recognized and when discovered It should be promptly reported
to federal or state agricultural officials.
Like many other plant diseases and
Insect pests, the potato wart disease
was Imported from Europe. It Is without doubt the most serious potato
disease yet discovered in the United
States. Unless promptly suppressed It
may prove disastrous to the entire
American potato Industry, which Involves nearly half a billion dollars annually.
What to Look For.
Two bright spots reduce the menace
of this disease.
Except In Its early stages, It Is easily recognized; and It spreads slowly.
However, It cannot be detected until the potntoes are dug, as It does
not seriously affect the growth or
vigor of the vines.
It usually appears In the eyes of the
tubers. Spreading from this point of
Infection, It may gradually envelop the
whole potato and render It a spongy,
warty mass. It Is characterized by the
outgrowths on the
prominent wart-Uk- e
tubers.
The warts nt first are whltlsfc or
light brown. Eventually they turn to
n darker shade. After decay starts
they turn black. Young warts, when
exposed to the light, turn green.
The warty tumors vary from the
size of a pea to a walnut; or they
may even exceed the size of the potato
cn which they grow. In the latter
case, tho warty mass loses all resemblance to a potato. In some bills
some of the potntoes may appear perfectly healthy, but the eyes are likely
to be Infected.
TO IMPROVE

Wart Disease.

It Is through the use of such apparently sound potatoes for seed that
the disease is often spread to new
localities.
How Disease May 8a Spread.
Under ordinary conditions the potato wart disease spreads slowly.
It
lives in the soil and on the tubers,
so one or the other must usually
to introduce the disease
The
Into a new field or locality.
spores may be carried into clean soil
hy drainage from Infected soli, on the
feet of men or animals, by planting
diseased potatoes, by planting sound
tubers that have grown on infected
soil, by the use of manure from animals to which diseased potatoes have
been fed, and by garbage into which
peelings from diseased potatoes have
been thrown.
Preventive Measures.
No method of controlling the potato
wart disease has yet been discovered,
so every preventive measure must be
used to keep It from spreading. The
warts should be burned. Diseased
trliers must not be fed to live stock
without first being boiled. Infested
soil should be planted to other crops.
Potatoes should not be planted again
In Infested soil for at least eight years.
Federal and stnte agricultural authorities are working to prevent the
spread of potnto wart, but they will
from every
need heartiest
grower and dealer of potatoes to
save the Industry from this new
menace. Experiments are being conducted to learn. If possible, ways of
controlling the malady, and Information will be furnished as rapidly as
discovered. But potuto wart disease
Is much easier to prevent than to control.
Keep watch at digging time for
pi tatties with warty growths which
are whitish or light brown when young,
black and decayed when old.- - Report
promptly all suspicious cases to your
county agent, to your state agricultural experiment station or to the
United States department of agriculture.
QUITE HARMFUL

SEED POTATOES PINE MOUSE

Extensive Experiments Being Mad
Various States by Government Officials,

In

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
To select strains of potatoes which
are best adapted for commercial production, the United States department
stnte
of agriculture and
agencies are conducting extensive experiments In seed Improvement. Trials
are being made In Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Oregon, Washington,
Maine, nnd also in Louisiana, Texas,
Several
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Daphne's hopes of becoming a
commercial vathe
strains
of
leading
great actress receive a rude
rieties now grown In the North are
shock, but shs is given a chance
under test, the purpose being to study
to show what she can do, and
them carefully under actual growing
again it Is Duane to whom shs
and harvest conditions in the field,
owes the chance. She is afraid
and to select the best strain of seed
of the obligation under which
of each commercial variety. The folshs is placed, but Duane aslowing year each strain will be grown
sures her that she can repay
on a large scale. As the supply of
him in the end.
seed stock permits, the seed Is to be
distributed among growers and seedsI TO BK CONTINUED.)
men, and In this way is to be gradually popularized and disseminated.
the children carefully gathered them This Investigation will be of countryfuand put them In a cigar box. Then wide significance In Improving the
seed potatoes.
they dug a little grave and buried the ture stocks of
There Is a little mound in
ashes.
the yard to show where the ashes of
the kaiser's colors are resting. I have
never mentioned the Incident to the
children nnd they do not know that I
watched them." Indianapolis News.

Makes Use of Tunnels Made by Molt!

Destroys the Vegetable and

Root

Crops.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
"Let the mole do the work and get
the blame," says the pine mouse as
e
tunhe scurries through a
nel to a hill of Juicy potatoes, where
meal. And at
he eats a
that, pine mice are not Inherently
These pests of the gardener,
lazy.
orchardlst and farmer are crafty.
Moles burrow tunnels In their search
after grubs, Insects and worms, and
s
men In ridding
officiate as
the soli of rascally Insects. Pine mice
tag after the moles and destroy the
vegetables and root crops which the
moles free of Insects,
mole-mad-

self-servi-

plain-clothe-
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The wheel hoe makes garden cultiSnakes in the Ocean.
There may or may not be such a vation easy.
but there certhing as a
Alfalfa la relatively free from distainly are snakes In the ocean. There
are numerous varieties of small snakes eases and enemies.
that live In all oceans; then there are
Don't quit cultivating now. Plants
the eels, of course, which go from the
salt water to the fresh. In the waters need the soil stirred now as much as
around southern Asia there Uvea the ever.
banded sea snake, which has stripes
around Its body and broad tall, and can
swim with great speed.
Passed Awsy.
Xotlce In a country store "We re
gret to Inform our honored customer!
that our good and generous friend, Mr.
Credit expired today. He was a noble
soul, always willing and helpful, but
has been failing for some time. May
he rest In peace. Pay cash." Boston

Transcript
On Loving.

"What I can't understand

Is

that

If

people want to be loved and everybody does why In the name of goodness don't they do a little loving on
their own account? Ton needn't expect to get what yon don't glvO
"Kitty Canary," by Kate U Beabafc

Keep the potatoes well cultivated.
Much depends on the way the crop
la cultivated. The killing of weeds
la not the only purpose of cultivation.

Walald tSyySroundl
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tne2
fail cr late
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Muck and swamp soils make excelWaterinfl Ho
lent timothy meadows. They may be One cannot be toe careful nt water
Imused for that purpose when it la
Ing horse. "Enough la plenty,' and
practicable to drain them sufficiently too much frequently brings oa sudden
sickness and death.
for vegetable crops.

Cora U the most economical plant
Feeding Alfalfa.
Alfalfa la best supplemented by corn
to use for silage purposes; not only
because the yield la larger per acre, silage and grabs feeds, or both, la
but because It la more palatable than feeding dairy cows er fattening steers.
most other crops.
,
Beat Resurte ea Peer Land.
Manure gtvea aaore satisfactory reThe green clover worm Is reported
as seriously damaging alfalfa la east- sults and yields anost It used oat pope
soil.
ern United Bute.
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aa have been baptized into many
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put on Christ. Gal. 3:27.
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I.

The Apostles' Commission

(Mntt

The Buthorlty of Jesus, (v. 18). God
gnve him oil outhorlty In heaven and
on earth.
As mediator and coming
King ne possessed all authority. This
authority extends over all the
world, angels, wicked men, dev.
Us, and his own people.
God highly
exalted him and gave him a name
which Is nhove every name (Phil.
:). There Is no other way of sol
vimon, ior tne entire matter of redemption Is In his hands (Acts 4:12).
Since God has so highly honored him
It Is extreme folly to
expect to be
saved while disregarding him.
2. The obligation of the
apostles
1.

(VV.

tl) It was to teach, that Is, make
disciples of all the nations (v. 10).
They were to make known to the whole
world that Christ had died to save sin
ners and that God had committed to
Jesus the redemption of the world.
Those who nre Christ's disciples are
bound to proclaim lilin to others.
(2) Baptize those who believe (v.
This Is the divinely appointed
19).
way of making a public confession of
faith In Christ.
The disciples must
publicly take a stnnd for Christ. The
application of water symbolizes the
purifying effect of the blood of Christ
ond solemnly dedicates to the service
of God. This bnptlsm must be In the
name of the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost, showing that the believer has
been brought Into definite relationship
to each member of the Holy Trinity.
(3) Tench the disciples obedience
Profession is not enough, it
(v. 20).
must Issue in obedience. Faith must
In
result
works. To call Jesus "Lord"
ami do not the things which he says
profits nothing.
3. The
promise (v. 20).
The Lord had told the disciples what
would happen to them after he had
gone away. He made It plain that
perils of all kinds awaited them.
Though the difficulties were great nothing mattered so long as they had the
presence and fellowship of the
Savior and Lord.
II. The Baptism of the Eunuch
(Acts 8:34-401. Philip preached Jesus Christ to
blm (v. 3T). At the Invitation of the
eunuch Philip joined himself to the
chariot and found the eunuch reading
from the
chapter of Isaiah.
Beginning with this Scripture he
He did not preach
preached Christ.
Christ as a great tenchar, but as a
savior who had suffered and died Instead of the sinner. He preached him
as one who had offered himself as a
ransom for many. The fact that the
eunuch, a great statesman, needed an
Interpreter of the Scriptures, even such
a plain passage as the
chapter of Isaiah, shows the absolute need
of a preacher.
The printed pnge is
valuable, but there will always be the
need of a preacher. The gospel needs
to be experienced before one can be
a witness of Its saving power.
2. The eunuch requesting bnptlsm

OF VIENNA,

The treaty of Vienna, signed In 1R04,
between Denmark on one side and
Austria and Prussia on the other, put
an end to the war which the two latter
powers had been waging against the
former and tore the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein from the Punish
erown. The revolutionary spirit which
had swept Germany In 1S48 had gradually died awuy and a period of reaction had set In. Nowhere was the
reaction so strong as In Prussia. In
1R57 Frederick
William, under whom
Prussia had suffered so many humiliations, became Insane and his brother
William became first regent and, early
In ISfll, king. He wns a Holienzollern
of the true type, deeply Imbued with
the spirit of militarism, Bismarck
had already made for himself u reputation ns the exponent of force anil the
new king employed him as Just the
man he wanted to work out his plans.
wniiam proposed a great Increuse in
the Prussian amy and navy, and when
the Prussian parliament rejected his
plans sent for Bismarck anil, making
blm
told him to
"tame" the parliament. He tamed it.
or acted without it, as he pleased.
Ihe German proliliun," he told
them, "could not be solved by
decrees, but by blood and
Irirn." He forced bills through by employing every means In his power; he
nstittiteil the army reforms: he
framed a trade treaty with France
which Austria declared unfriendly and,
upon Austria's protesting, he recognized the new kingdom of Italy. He
dispatched an ultimatum to the elector
of Hesse, which brought that potentate to reason with regard to the af
fairs of his electorate.
Illegal and Arbitrary Powers.
To the Austrlun delegate to the diet
Count Karolyl, ancestor of the Count
Kurolyl who tins just played so Im
portant a part in the affairs of Hungaryhe said: "Our relations with
Austria must soon become either better or worse we sincerely desire the
former of the two alternatives." His
entire policy wns directed to driving
Austria out of Germany and giving to
Prussia the hegemony of the confed
eration. In other words. Austria was
to be driven out and Prussia would
eat up what remained. To build up
Prussia, King William did not hesitate
to use, illegal and arbitrary power.
Von Moltke appeared In the military
councils of Prussia and the country
minister-presiden-
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Pie for Breakfast.
Some doctors are discovering and
asVerting that pie makes a
breakfast food. The decision K aot
It may
as shocking an Innovation
seem on first reading, for a good many
people, who are not doctors, have been
eating pie for breakfast majy years.
If pie Is the Indigestible thing so many
The Truest Help.
pretend It Is, it looks like good
can
wa
people
render
to
truest
The
help
n you
aa afflicted man Is not to take his sense to eat It in theItmorning
and take the
burden from him, but to can oat his really hare to eat
business of digesstrength that be r.iay be able te whole day for the Press.
tion. Philadelphia
the burden. PbllHpe Brooka.
first-cla-

,s

mmonomy
omer
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was at one thoroughly "militarized."
The Polish insurrection In 1803 gnve
Bismarck a chance to make friends
with Itussin, anil he declared thnt If
Itussin were driven out of Poland
Prussia would march In. The affairs
of the "duchies" gave Bismarck
opportunity. The Punish government bud prepureil n constitution
for Schleswig which niaile that duchy
an integral part of the pHnlwh kings contrary to the last
dom, which
of the ninny settlements of the
"Sehleswlg-llolsteii- i
question." The
Germanic confederation refused to
take any steps and Bismarck made
advances to Austria he would
her and then destroy her.
The Panes counted upon uld from
Frame and F.iiglnnd, in both of which
countries there hail been an outbreak
of sympathy fur a small nation menaced by two powerful ones, and In
March of lss,'i a royal proclamation
issued at Copenhagen repudiated the
settlement of lS.ri2 and otfered the
gage of huMle.
Beginning of War.
On January 10, 1NU4, Prussia and
Austria sent nn ultimatum to
ileimitiding that the constitution
of Schleswig lie withdrawn within two
days. The Punish foreign minister
pointed out that as the I mulsh parliament was u.ft in
this wus Impossible.
The Prussian troops massed on the
Elder at once crossed the frontier and
war began. Austrian troops joined
the Prussians and the panes fought
valiantly but uuuvalllngly against the
Invaders. The fortress of Hippie fell
on April IS and the Panes, driven
from the mainland, took refuge on the
island of Alsen. There enme a pnuse
In the war and a conference of the
powers was hastily assembled In London. But Bismarck would listen to no
compromise and the wnr wns renewed.
It was now clear that Prussia designed both the duchies for herself;
but while Austria saw this she was
scared by a "fire In the rear." For,
taking advantage of Austria's engagements elsewhere, Italy was threatening Yen et la. Prussian troops had already crossed the borders of Jutland
ond were prepared for advance.
Petimnrk surrendered and the pence
trenty was signed at Vienna on October 30. By It Petimnrk relinquished
both duchies to be administered Jointly by Austrlu and Prussia.
Pen-mar- k

ses-slo-
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Terms of Peace After the
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OF FRANKFORT,

).

Jesus Saves,
As a child walking over a slipper;
and dangerous path dies out, "Father.
I an falling V and has but a moment
to catch his father's hand, so every
believer sees hours when only the hand
of Jesus comes betweeo blm and the
abysses of destruction. Cuyler.

Ihe KITCnm
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The treaty of Frankfort, which offi
cially put an end to the
war, was but a ratification of the
preliminaries of pence," which hud
been signed at Versailles on February
Some matters of minor Im20, 1871.
portance had not been settled at Ver
sailles, which were reserved for the
definitive trenty."
The ostensible cause of the Franco- Prussian wur was the refusal of Prussia to guarantee thnt a prince of the
house of Hohenzollern should not be a
candidate for the Spanish throne. In
reality both Paris and Berlin were
only waiting for nn excuse and Bis
marck was making every effort to
Official relabring about a rupture.
tions becoming strained and the Prussian army hnvlng mobilized and approached the French frontier, the Emperor Napoleon HI declared war on
July 19, 1870, the chamber of deputies
having before that voted a war sup
ply and the reserves having been
(v. Sfl).
called out. Prussia was Joined In the
When Christ Is truly preached men war by the other German states and
naturally desire to confess him In bap the Teutonic armies had an unbroken
tism. In many quarters baptism has series of victories that brought them
been unduly emphasized, but In others to Paris, which city surrendered on
It Is highly January 28, 1871.
It has been disregarded.
Important that an Intelligent under
Grnvelotte was fought on August 18
standing of Its meaning he possessed
of 1870 and the French emperor with
for that of which Jesus Christ gave an Ids army surrendered at Sedan on
example and a command Is highly Im September 2. 1870.
portant,
Bismarck Dictated Peace Terms.
3. Philip baptizing the eunuch (v.
A republic had been proclaimed In
58). Having secured from the eunuch France upon the surrender of the emthe proper confession Philip baptized peror and Thiers was at the heud of
him.
It Is faith In Christ that saves, It. Tpon being elected as chief exbut those who have genuine faith de ecutive by the assembly sitting at Borsire to seal It In baptism.
deaux, the provisional French govern-4. The eunuch rejoicing (v. 89),
ment had already effected an armistice
Confession of Christ brings Joy. Tnose with the Germans. Already the king
...
!......, uriwho obey the commandments of the Ot. n
mw. ..1ininifo
nnua IHTfll
ITT1SS1H
Lord can go on their wsy rejoicing.
mnn emperor In the halls of Versailles.
Thiers met Bismarck at that splendid
More Than Life.
palace of the great Louis and the preon Feb
Religion is not a matter of Intel liminaries of peace were signed
lectual luxury to those of us who are ruary 26. The terms were dictated
Interested In It, but something very by Bismarck. Only on one point did
different It Is oar life; and mora Thiers rebel. He refused to sign a
than our life; for that Is measured peace ceding to Prussia the fortified
but our religious con city of Belfort, which commands the
by pulse-beatsciousness partakes of the Infinite, passage between the Vosges and the
toward which It la constantly yearn- Jura. This was the ory strong fort
hun ress In France which had not been re
ing. It Is very possible that
dred or Ave hundred years from now duced by the Germans. If now handthe forms of religious belief may be ed over to Germany It would open
so altered that we should hardly know to her a path Into Burgundy and the
could tread
tbrm. But the sense of dependence Lyonnals which her armies
to re
on divine Influence, and the need of at will. Thiers had struggled not
Bismarck would
lis
communion with the unseen and eter tain Metz, bat
him. The Germans bsd Mets
nal will be then Just what they are ten to
were resolved to keep It.
now. It Is not the geologist's hammer, and
Bismarck yielded. Prussia was not
or the astronomer's telescope, or the
aa ready In 1871 to defy the
naturalist's microscope, that Is going quite world
as she was In 1914. Be
to take away the need of the human whole the
city of Belfort was entirely
soul for that rock to rest upon. Oli- sides,
French by population and Bismarck
ver Wendell Homes.
had already said with regard to MeU:
fifty-thir-

VINR

Schleswig and Holstein to Prussia.
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War.
"I do not quite like so many Frenchmen brought Into our house
against
their will."
At German headquarters the ex"We will bleed France
pression:
white" was a common saying, and Indemnity promised by Bismarck was
six mlllurds about one billion two
hundred million In American money.
But British Influence had been at work
urging Germany to abate her demand,
ond Thiers obtained from Bismarck a
reduction of
millanl $200,000,000,
Alsace anil Lorraine were ceded to
Germany. There was no heln for It-Germany was to hold certain fortresses
In t ranee until indemnity wns puld.
Through Arch of Triumph.
The German army had not as yet en.
tereil Paris, though that city had
It was now Insisted that If
France retained Belfort a part of the
Invading Mnny should enter the French
capital. This demand was made simply for the purpose of theatrical effect. The world must see the German kaiser lending bis legions through
the Arch of Triumph. Thiers protested that this would only cause Irrita
tion and effect nothing. Bismarck Insisted, the emperor William made a
Mint of it, and so 30.000 German
troops marched under the great
arch of Napoleon I and occupied for two days the Champs
Franco-Prussia-

d.

Elysee.

It was calculated that It would take
ten yeors for France to pay off the
Indemnity and the German troops were
to be withdrawn gradually as Its Installments were paid. All the expenses
of the army of occupation were. In the
meantime, to be paid by France. When
the ternw f ,h)g tm,,T were nrellOTlt.
ed to the national assembly sitting at
e
Bordeaux the members from
a solemn
lodged
protest
against their exiiatiiatlon and some of
the more radical members resigned
their seats rather than confirm the
treaty. The treaty was confirmed by
the assembly on March 2 and the definitive treaty signed at Frankfort oa
Alsace-Lorrain-

May 10.

I think that I shall never aee
A poem lovely aa a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is preat
Against the earth's sweet flowing

breast

A tree that looks at God all day
And llfta her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may In summer wear
A nest of roblna tn her hair;
I'pon whose bosom snow haa lain.
Who Intimately lives with rain.
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.
Joyce Kilmer.

FEEDING THE

SICK
AND CONVALESCENT

Few families are so fortunate as
to escape illness (hiring some time
of their history. Good
feeding Is an important
factor in maintaining
health, but In spite of
good food a Kuilileu chill
or strain of overwork or
worry will overwhelm
even
a strong
and
healthy body.
Since nil food must be
reduced to Ould form
before it can be digested and assimilated, that seems to be the best form
to serve It to those who are 111. This
diet includes broths and clear soups
of various kinds, beef Juice and beef
teu, cereals, gruels, milk plain or modified to make It inure digestible, nutritious or more agreeable to the patient, raw eggs In combination with
water, milk, fruit Juices or cocoa and
cream soups of various kinds.
Broths, clear soups and beef ten
have little nourishment, but stimulate
the appetite, are refreshing when cold
or soothing when hot; they nlso stimulate the flow of gastric Juice. By
adding eggs, milk or the thickening
of cereal flour like barley or rice,
they may be quite nutritive.
Cereal gruels nre neither stlimilnt
Ing nor Irritating and nre most useful
when the appetite is poor and diges
tion weak, as they are quickly ill
gested and absorbed.
Like broths, gruels may be enriched
by eggs, cream and milk, for one could
not drink enough to keep up the body
energy without the addition of some
more nutritive food.
Milk Is one of the most valuable
foods for sick people and fortunately
most patients like it. It has been culled the perfect food.
Its value may
be Increased by changing Its flavor,
adding yeast to It making a drink
called koumiss and by adding Junket or rennin to partly digest It makand nMlng
ing It more palatable
variety.
The world would be mora happy and
the ma is of people In It Just as wise,
If they would whistle more and argue
less.
SOME

CHOICE

DESSERTS.

fair-size- d

Great Writer's Wondrous Cane.
One of the famous canes of the
world waa that of Balzac. It gave
him, according to one of his observant contemporaries, "a rapture of
self satisfied vanity. It was as big
as a drum major's staff, and was
ablaze with rabies, diamonds, emeralds and sapphires. On It wss a huge
gold knob containing a lock of hair
of a lady admirer. Balzac never appeared In public without that stick, and
all the Jewels that he bought or bad
presented to hint be put Into the cane."

ORIGINAL

DESIGNS IN COOKERY

To the artist cook who really enjoys mixing Ingredients, as a palutel

food.
Savory salads which have some elusive nromn and seasoning which adds
to their charm and Is hard to determine, makes such u dish
different." One must follow a few
fundamental principles In cookery, and
nfter that let the Imagination soar.
The cook who wastes nothing, but at
the same time serves her food In a

dainty, tasty and appetl.ing manner,
Is a real genius, and her talents are
in constant ilcmmid.
Po you throw nwny the
cupful or more of melted Ice cream
that might make n pudding for the
next day or be used In a cake, adding
less sugar?
Sandwich filling and salmis make a
wide field for original designs, as well
ns flour mixtures.
I ho woman who discovered that a
sponge enke could be made more
fetching by milling the yolks unbeaten,
one at a time, ami not stirring them
ery freely, had n cake that attracted much comment because of Its
streaked gold
appearance.
Accident often Is the mother of new
things, but the housewife who Is looking for new and pleasing effects will
Cud them all the while.

To Remove Fruit Stains.
fruit stains ure fresh pour
boiling water steadily through them
and they will usually disappear. If the
water Is hard, borax or ammonln In n
small qunntity should be added to the
wuter.
Fruit and wine stains. If dry, should
be soaked In cold water, like tea
stains. Then stretch the stained fabric
over a basin, rub with common salt
and pour boiling water through the
stain. Or It can tie rubbed with lemon, Instead of using boiling water.
If necessary, und If all is not removed let the rest wear out. Some
fruit nnd wine stnlns, especially those
of apple and pear, und some clarets,
are very difficult to remove. If they
are boiled gently (nfli-- soaking) In
some strong borax and water, well
rinsed, then hung out In the sunshine,
or better, left banging out during n
frosty night, the stains will disappear.
The articles should be dripping wet
when hung out.
To Remove Grass Stains.
Grass stains will yield to the cologne
application, though a thorough bath
In alcohol Is, perhaps, more certain.
Kerosene is another liquid thnt may
be applied successfully to grass stains,
while some recommend covering the
spots with n paste nindu from cream
of tartar and water.
This should not be used In t.he ense
of colored goods, as the color Is likely to disappear.
vwien

does his colors
there Is no limit
to the tasty, delightful dishes
which one muy
or enoriginate
large upon, with
the materials at
Take for
hand.
Instance a steamed plum pudding. A
piece of corn bread, a half a cupful
of cooked oatmeal, u few bread
r
cocoa
crumbs, a cupful of
and n few raisins with two egg yolks
left from a frosting or dessert will
make a most tasty pudding.
After
some es.erlence In handling foods one
may concoct toothsome dishes of bits
of
It Is not always wise to
tell nil one knows as to a dish, for
some conscientious objectors will refuse to even try u made-ove- r
or
left-ove-

TJl

w

zmsji

To Remove Coffee Stains.
Coffee spots should be soaked in

colt

wuter until they disappear, chunginB
the water us often us It becomes inucb
discolored.
The stains from chocolate nre not
so easy to remove. Soak in lukewarm
water, which Is to be renewed lit
occasion requires.
Stains from an acid will usually di
uppear under a balh of alcohol.
FASHION HINTS.

Ite-pe-

If out of candles melt some pa raffias,
pour Into small, greased egg cups, first
pluclng n piece of grocers' twine In
same; also sure nil drippings from
candles and do the same.
Keep small wire sifter near kitchen)
sink to use for sifting ashes for scouring If out of scouring soap.
Fit a piece of enamel cloth Into)
tray of gns stove, thereby saving work,
easier to clean.
If cellar Is dark have two panels
removed and glass put In place of
u ooden panels.
This Summer's Colors.
Navy blue Is expected to be
color for summer, but there
will also be a strong liking for sum!,
gray and the lighter blues. Hose la
another color that will be used by
Also, there
smartly dressed women.
will be canary, buttercup, apple greet
und orchid ; giving plentiful choice.

half-cupfu- l,

Summer Suits Must Look Cool

niid-whlt- e

The art of cooking cannot be learned
nut of a book any more than the art
of swimming or the art of painting.
The best teacher Is practice; the best
guide sentiment (providing you have
any).
FOOD COMBINATIONS.

desdelicious and
There Is nn law which governs the
sert will often help us to forget that
the preceding dishes foods thnt go well together, for the
were not all that we dekind of food
served
sired. At this season of
depends
the year frozen desserts
Upon whether you
are till oriental
and light, easily digested
or a Biistonlan.
dishes are more suitable.
The tastes of a
During the hut weather
we need refreshing
people determine
Ihe food combinathiin
rather
tion. It Is ii study
the nourishing; however,
which Is both a
one may have both In a
science and un art. We may seem to
dish of Ice cream. A most satisfactory sherbet, which Is both delicious thrive on one kind of food, but we Hud
that where two or three are served
and economical, Is
Velvet Sherbet. Take the Juice of they digest better mid are better utile
three lemons, two cupfuls of sugar and to keep up the body activities. If we
quart of gisHl milk, the richer tie- - treat the body us n well regulated fur- "'''" I"
Intervals, not
better, though ordinary milk will be
Freeze und serve In sffiil with the day's allowance which
satisfactory.
will choke the tires through imierfect
sherbet cups.
we will be intelligent In
Orange and Lemon Sherbet Take combustion,
Ihe juice of two oranges, two lemons the choice und mre of fins!.
If we overeat we waste good fuel,
and two cupfuls of sugar and a quart
and overwork the furnnce; If we are
of thin cream ; freeze ns usual.
undernourished the furnace cannot
uml of
Dainty Dessert. Take a
off heat or supply energy.
inurshuiHllows nnd a cup of pecans cut give
The three food principles which we
fine; cut the mallows into quarters find
supply the body la the best posand add enough whipH-cream tn
blend and hold I hem together. Into a sible milliner are proteins, ment, fish,
evgs and milk, fats which ure obtained
sherbet glass put a
of nny inn mil fruit Juice, from butter, cream and nuts, curhohyor sugars and marches repre
fill with the whip and serve with a dretes
sented by potatoes, rice nnd sugar,
cherry ns a garnish.
To see thnt these three food are In
Duehess Cream. Take six table- - eluded In each menl we have
what Is
cook
of
until
tapioca;
spoonfuls
clear; fid led a
menl. If they
cool, add a pinch of suit, one cupful are served In good
proportions.
of sugar, the Juice from a can of pine
In em-meal we have another re- of
two
the
Juice
and
apple,
oranges
sMiiisibillty to see that foods contain
two lemons; cook until thick. Cool.
log Iron, phosphorus nnd calclii'n nre
then add the pineapple, one cupful of
as well as some which furnish
nuts and a pint of whipping cream. given
tbn roughage fir ballast necessary to
1.1,
to
serve
This makes enough
so that
bulk to the food.
the recipe may be cut in half for an givi
Fruits which excite the appetite are
ordinary family.
used first, as fresh fruit for breakfast
Chocolate Pudding. Take one egg and sweets are used as a finish, or iles
f
and when well lieaten add
serf, as sugar dulls the apetlte; a
cupful of sugar, one cupful of milk, good reason for never giving children
two squares of chocolate melted, one sweet just before a meal, a practice
and one-hacupfuls of flour sifted far too common among mothers.
with three teaspoonfuls of baking powSome people are sensitive to certain
f
der. Steam one and
hour food or combination which others
and serve with
enjoy with comfort ; this I owing to
Foamy Sauce. Beat one egg, add some peculiarity of the body machine;
one cupful of powdered sugar mixed of course these things should be avoid
with two toblespoonfuls of softened ed. Happy the man and woman who
butter, a ulnch of salt and a little Is normal and Is able to eat. digest,
flavoring; then fold In one cupful of ass'mllate and enjoy all the good
things provided by our allwise Creator.
whipped cream.
The menu maker needs to know her
Orapenuta Pudding. Prepare noe
package of lemon jelly as usual, then family, to recognize the Value of variadd one cupfol of steamed raisins, one-ha- ety, and yet not to overdo It, for we
cupful of sugar and one cupful all are faithful to the old favorites.
of grapenuts, six walnut meats cut
line, all well mixed. Put Into a mold
and serve with whipped cream.
A

"'
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Sloths Ancient and Modem.
Rot more than iuu.uuu years age
there were on this continent giant
sloths, as big as
elephants.
The skeletons of specimens are pro
served today In museums, one of the
largest species being called the me
gatherium. At the present time their
race la represented In tropical Amer
small and degenerate breed.
lea by
These modern sloths live In trees,
hanging from branches for hours without moving. Thus It Is not easy to
discover their presence ; and, as a sp.
clal and peculiar disguise, a grayish-greelichen grows on their fur.

To hear the call of thrushes some lata
sreen pluah afternoon.
When broken, fudlna; aliafta of light
go crropInK for the one last sight
of sonssters In the Koom.
To swing along the ruKK-- ! trail that
spruce and hemlocks climb,
'Till on the hill's high top you come
to stand exalted in the sun! Ah,
tills Is summer time.
Beulah Rector.

one-hal-

lf
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Suits for summer wear, ns a first
requirement for good style, must look
cool. Many of them accomplish this
fine beginning and achieve o happy
ending by being actually cool; they
are made of loosely woven, lightweight silk or fiber fabrics that are
the least burdensome of hot weather
suitings as well as the most fashionable. Besides these there are those
unfailing singees nnd mohairs with
advantages of their own to recom
mend them, and linen Is still "In the
running." But In the nice for prefer-em-with women of fashion these
fabrics hnve been outdistanced by the newer weaves.
In the two suits shown In the picture the one at the left I typical of
Ihe style that leads for suits made of
light jersey, silk and silk fiber suitings,
(straight hanging coats nnd
skirt less narrow than those made
of the usual wool clothes are the rule
In these suits. The sweater coat Is the
model followed In nearly all of them,
to be worn with or without vests. Vests
for midsummer, made of organdy and
other sheer cottons, often In combination with narrow laces, take the place
of vest of heavier fabrics that have
had such sweeping popularity.
cool,
length sleeve Is a
feature of this suit and It Is shown
with a satin vest having a leaf and
lattice design embroidered tn gray and
sliver. There Is s narrow sash across
the front of the satin, the ends finished with smsll flower-likornaments
made of silver ribbon.
The suit st the right Is a conventional tailored model of white cloth
with hair line stripes w hlch may be
In brown, blue, green or black.
The
coat, while not a straight-linmodel,
is cut on easy but trim lines. This,

over-lappe-
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Plaids and Plaits.
Foods which stimulate digestion
While a good many designers have
should precede those which tend to
Examples without number will oc-- retard the flow of the digestive juices. dropped plaited effects in dresses and
.ur esch day to the
who This Is the reason for serving soups skirts for the full season, there are
makes a careful study of the dally at the beginning of a meal, as well as others who hold the opinion that
meal. No small portion of any kind of ir est.
plaited styles are by no means passe.
If you have a few string beans left They base their opinion on the great
good food need go to waste, and, besides, the change of seasoning and fla from dinner, wash them to remore the popularity for plaids, and especially
vor will make the usual dishes much sauce, and add them to your
potato plaids'ln large patterns. It has been
market tradition, they assert, that
more toothsome.
salad or any other vegetable saled. It
For dinner, tomato soap, with crou you have no celery, add celery salt and plaids have never been good to any
tons, boiled tongue with parsley and a chopped apple or two; with the usu- extent without plaits being a fashion
If the buying of plaids con
ew potatoes, a lettuce salad. Junket al swloa and cucumber the salad srll feature.
tinues. It was pointed out, plaited ef
with strawberry sauce
bar a flavor of Its ewa.

TIPS TO THE HOUSEWIFE

with the
organdy over
collar, gives the suit a refreshing;
crisp style, borne out by Ivory buttons. Silt pockets' ure set In lit curt
side tinder the
seams ot
the shaped panel at the front of th
coat. With a properly cool looking hat
nnd white footwear, summer heat he
come merely a slate of mind, In a
costume that lmiks so convincingly
cool. Its wearer will be a Joy to
on the warmest day.

Marked Use of Ribbon.
Marked popularity of riblions as millinery trimmings, especially on walking hats. Is one of the season's developments. One Idea of decoration that
has taken hold strongly of lute shows
r
the uwe of rlhlxin In
arrangements. Loops of this material stand
out from the base of the crown, ona
flat on the brim and the other a fewr
Inches above It. This trimming la
placed either at the side or front. Irs
some cases, loop of ribbon are attached to the top of the crown, extending toward the front of the hat. An
ribbons
airplane bow of
fin the crown of a small sailor,
the novelty of this arrangement lying
principally tn the width of the
two-tie-

ten-Inc- h

ma-teri- al

used- -

Unusual Colors.
Blue and orchid la a color combina
tion much In evidence this season, especially for evening and semievenlnp
gowns.
Quilting Is Used.
Quilting appears occasionally
taffeta dresses.
fects are bound to have a sale, as
they show plaids off to their best advantage.

house-moth-

The Husband in Charge.
Wife "Considering bow long I've
been away, I think you might have
made some preparations to recelvw
me." Husband "You do me injustice, my dear. I have had the library
and parlor thoroughly cleaned aofJ
aired."
Servant
(interrupting)
"Please, sir, the man haa come wltat
a barrow for then empty botUea,"
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NEWS REVIEW

Here and There Over the State

General and Personal
E. I.. I.usk of Stanley visited th'
soldier sc lenient
week ami was a
ct riiiitisMuiit r, is in the south part capital city t li
of the state on of t'icial business.
pleasant visitor at the State Record
office.
Coluiiel and Mrs. J. D Sena audi
The oil injunction case against
doiiKhtcr Miss Sena lia.e Kone to
Jcinez Springs for two or three 'state officers will he heard in St.
l'anl before three Federal Judges
weeks
i'.

Young,

. WilAttorney and Mrs. John
ton and son, of Albuquerque were
visitors in the city Tuesday inroute

Mrs. Pred Lopez, of this city
aw arded first prize for the best
retfalia at the
rider in
Hoys Reunion held at I.as Vegas

was

Every day is a fresh begining
Listen, my soul, to the gJad
train.
And in spite of old sorrow and older
sinning,
And troubles forecasted, and possi
lite nam.
Take heart with the day and begin
again
Selected.

lady

my heart shall know no fear
will look sometimes about me for
The Las Vegas Council No. 804,
the things that merit praise;
Knights of Columbus initiated a class f will search for bidden heautie; that
of 32 candidates last Sunday, conelude the grumbler's gaze ;
ferring three degrees. The third de- I will try to find contentment in the
on
was
State
gree
by
Deputy
put
paths that I must tread,
E. P. Davies, mayor of Santa Fe, f will
cease to have resentment when
and
a team of men from Trinidad,
another moves ahead.
I
Colorado. The newly elected mem
bers and their ladies were enter- f vill not be swayed by envy w'.ien
tained at a banquet at the Armory.
my rival's strength is shown ;
Addresses and a delightful musical I will not deny his merits, hut will
strive to prove my own ;
program followed.
I will try to see the beauty spread
A Birthday Celebration
before me, rain or shine
Elmer Boise, of Hurley enter- I will cease to preach your duty and
be more concerned with mine.
tained several youngi friends last
Selected.
week at his home, the ocasion beThe
ing his tenth anniversary.
afternoon proved a very delightful
one for the little people who enK.

Just a Thought For Today

snbs-tantia-

15th.
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(Continued from page five)
a
get
patent to their lands, but that
they are making real homes. The
acreage in cultivation of each was
from 70 to Ho acres, ana the iml,
provements in each case are
and show work and material
'invested to a value of not less than
These
l$i.'(IO and as high as
are of the class of farmers who
make a country. Mountainair Inde- pendent.
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CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

Set in Their Way.
A Good Creed.
Will Meddle, the I'ftlciency sharp, la
I will start anew this morning with!
a higher, fairer creed;
trying to tearh the Ihmm to lny gquar
I will cease to stand complaining of eggs so they run bf pneked to bet
ter advantage, but Is not meeting
my ruthless neighbor's greed;
I will cease to sit repining while my muc-enoourngement from the oW
is
call
fashioned hens.
clear;
duty's
I will waste no moment whining and

of

C.

Initiate

Thirty-Tw-

o
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Will Drill New Well
Club Woman Attend C. C. Meeting
The irrigation plant on the
A committee of the Civic DepartGee land adjoining town is having
E Kempenich of Pcralta, member
of the Santa Fe Woman's
everything was m ment were
tf the state highway commission, Twelve of the Girls Scouts r. troubles. tliAfternnmn
shown the utmost cour- started and Uub
was in attendance of the quarterly
the well was pumped dry in a few tesy by the members ot the Lity
n.reting of the cotninission this week. spending the week at the Boy Scout
they attended the
cabin in the I.atiauie canyon, Miss minutes
Upon examination it was Council, when of
that body ThursMr. and Mrs V. G Sargent and Kose and Miss Souther are chap- found that the well had caved until monthly session
in
the interest of civic
A
new
night,
day
filled
was
it
the
up.
Hall
practically
Mrs.
Paul
and
Mr.
and
eroning
party.
family,
improvements in the city. Mrs. von joyed interesting games and! deliwell will be drilled at once.
family have returned from the I'ecos
Nyvenheim chairman of the depart- cious refreshments provided by his
V. Johnston, formerly with
Herald.
miton
on
a
where
have
lein
they
country
ment after informing the gentlemen mother Mrs. H. S. Boise.
the New Mexico end of the Forest
vacation.
All reports agree that crop pros- - of their ,misien, asked their coService, spent cvcral J.j here tliii
in securing a lot for a Board of Trade Dane
Sister Tohn Crvsestom. sunenor if: wee k. Mrs. Johnston will remain pects tor tne nstancta vaney con operation
One of the most delightful dances
tinue better than ever before known. Municipal Park, which would proSt. Vincent
sanitarium . returned bere tor the summer.
safe place for the tourists of the season was given in the ball
Many farmers claim the finest corn vide a Santa
Saturday evininp from a three' A
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Friendship is the most beautiful
of all of our relations, because the
expressions of friendship meet our
needs intellectually, emotionally and
morally satisfying our triune nature.
Exchange.
A few boxes of medium grade type-

writer carbon paper, purple or black,

for sale, postage paid to any New
Mexico address, at $175 per box
100 sheets.
Also a few boxes of
pencil carbon, blue, at $1.50. State
Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
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and Norway is ready to be
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POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
with its four hundred pictures and four hundred articles each month, is bigger
and better than ever. Our correspondents in all parts of the world are
continually on the watch for new and interesting things for our readers.

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE IS FOR SALE BV ALL NEWSDEALERS
Ask them to show you a copy or send 20c for the latest issue, postpaid. Yearly subscription J2.00 to all pans of the United States, its possessions, Canada and Mexico.
N. Michlcan Avenue, disease. Illlnela
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE,
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Daily Sleeping Car Service to Colorado points on Train No. 10.
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday on Train No. 4.
Daily Sleepinij Car Service to California points on Trains Not. 1 , 3 and 9.
R. I. CREED.

Phone

Passenger Agent.
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USE THE BETTER KIND

work-Legio-

n,

j

supply your table with quality
pays
as
products,
Chase Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

Capitaland Coal andYard
Wholesale

Retail Coal

Wood

PHONE 85

Cerrillos Lump
Sugarite Lump
Cerrillos Egg
Grate
Sugarite
O'Mera Lump
Sugarite Nut
Raton Lump
Smithing Coal
Yankee Lump
Anthracite, all sizes
Steam Coal
Coke
Cord Wood, Sawed Wood, Native Kindling
OFFICE Montezuma Avenue
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.
t

POWER RATE
HOUSEWORK BY ELECTRICITY
is a boon to women. Think of running the

machine with the weaving treadle. Of doing the washing without back breaking
labor. It can all be done and we shall be
very glad indeed to prove it to you. And
the cost is not excessive. Come and see how
electricity will do nearly all your housework.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY

Ar-tes- ia

a.

HOMESTEADER

WINS
CONTEST

Portales Woman's Club

A few days ago the annual reccp- tion and installation of officers of
A
litest on the homestead of the Portales Woman's Club was
'
at the home of Mrs. J. A. Hall.
ore f Fred Fluhmann's sons
a day in W. II. Willco' After the installation ceremony a
cup
Commissioner office last Sat- - musical program followed. The Hall
About a dozen witnesses home was beautifully decorated for
tir,';
e
'
occasion with dahlias, sweet peas
w
heard on each side and it
Punch and cake
I"'"' that the case will end inas oth- e and nasturtiums.
served to the ladies by the
rs of the same kind have,
land.
his
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ii n keeping
There has never been a better tot
homesteaders on the mesa than Will Make a Peach of a Wife
Two American soldiers just prer. I luhmann ana ns cniinreii
l ev have been the objects of envy vious to their sailing from Germany
to
: ,nd attemnts
it persecution tor were talking andTheonefirsthero saidthat
1 !..ur time with no result except to his companion
thing
I
I
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when
to
S sub.ert them to a lot of trouble
get
I've learned how to
get married.
expense.
dewash dishes, make beds, peel pot a
It is too bad that the cont-- t
sweep the floors, sew on but
partment of the Land ofOffice can be toes,
persecution. tons and keep house. I'll make some
made an instrument
of a wife."
- Voy
girl a pea-v-
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Spanish-America-

Distinguisheel Boy Scout Band
The P.oy Scouts Band of Tucum- themselves last
cari distinguished
week bv furnishtrtj? the music for
the 4ib of Julv celebration at Canyon, Texas. They also played at
Amarillo. Texas before returning
home. This splendid organisation
k'mvnn's Xtlas of the World and was accompanied by their director
A James.
P.
which
of
Historv of the World War.
a comMete oescripiion win ic iouum
Have Oresniied Violin Club
on anotner page, win w
to State Record subscribers who pav Mrs. T. Paul Martin and Missa
than one full year in ad Louis Wilson recently organized
not le
violin club among the young people
vance before August
of Taos. This is a very commenda40 ACRES IRIatC.ATED LAND nen ble venture and will afford excellent
French; under Antelope Valley Irri- amusement for the young musicians,
gation project: food afrriculturi' who can entertain the citizens of
land nnderlaved with coal: price that community with recitals.
$1500 Address State Record. Santi
At Wafon Mound
Fe, N. U.
A very delightful farewell party
Tlie losi to the- (rovernment in was given at the home of Miss
Bertha Patenghe a few evenings ago
five months in 1919 has been
for the operation of the complimentary to Misses Vera Gib
son and Mary Covert.
Interesting
large railroads.
games amused the merry party of
and
is
the
most
yonng people
The luxury tai
dainty retresn-ment- s
were served.
popular tax ever inrented.
A

few boxes of medium grade
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riter carbon paper, purple or - black,
for sale, postage paid to an?- New
Mexico address, at $1.75 per box
Also a few boxes of
'lOO sheets.
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Snorty Gobbler? means PROFITS
A Real Oil Company with a Real Plan
We Pay You Back Your Money Paid
for Stock whether We
Strike Oil or Not!
READ:

We own 10,000 acres of Leases in the Union
United Company's well
County Oil Fields-t- he
is just north of us. In less than 30 days we
start to sell off these Leases. The money from

d
these sales is
back to you Mr. Stockholder as Dividend until your money is back in
your pocket.
Then you are on the ground floor with the
rest of us.
pro-rate-

We Start Drilling August 1st
Much of our Material is now on the Ground.
Things are Booming now in Union County.

DO IT NOW!
Because we reserve the right to withdraw
our Stock from the market at any time.
CAPITAL $100,000.
Fully Paid.

Non-Ass- e

SHARES $50.00.
table.

Gobbler Oil and Gas Co.
Snorty
N. M.
CRENVUXE UNION
COUNTY.

tj

